For certification of **Equipment Type Approval (ETA) under WPC** licensing the following document is required to upload.

**Document Required:**

1. Company Incorporation Certification (If a company is PVT LTD)
2. PAN CARD of Company
3. *In the case of individuals.*
4. *a. Name of applicant*
5. *b. Address proof of applicant*
6. *c. PAN Card of the applicant*

2. Authorization letter from the manufacturer (If the product is outsourced from abroad)
3. Declaration in a defined format
4. Payment (Online /Offline by DD)
5. 

   2. Get the RT Test report from the authorized test laboratories
   3. Scan copy upload online on the portal
   4. Submit
   5. It will review by the WPC department; if any query will come they contact you to rectify it.

**Validity:** **Lifetime** for that MODEL.

**Disclaimer:** The process outlined above is indicative and compiled by MAIT based on inputs available from concerned government website and inputs from member companies. This is not to be treated as an authority or quoted for legal matter. Members may exercise their own discretion while using the same.